
Axion SER
Specifically designed for display headlines, logotype, 

branding and similar applications.

Dynamic Typeface
TECHNO-LOOKING
apperance of metal-like parts

contemporary
With Sharp and Rounded Edges

Alex Kaczun, accomplished type designer and 
founder of Type Innovations, has over two decades 

of experience in typography, graphic design, desktop 
publishing and web development. Much of Alex’s 
career was spent at the premier type foundry, 
Linotype-Hell, where he was the principal type 

designer and worked on many font projects aimed  
at modernizing the Linotype Library.

Axion SER is a display font not intended for text use.
Available in 2 flavors—Regular with true 

 small capitals and old style figures.

Axion SER™ is a trademark of Type Innovations and maybe registered in certain jurisdictions.
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Axion SER
CHARACTER SET

CAPS
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LOWERCASE
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SMALL CAPITALS
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ACCENTED & LANGUAGE CAPS
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OLD STYLE FIGURES
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PUNCTUATION
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Axion is a futuristic, 
techno-looking and ex-
pressive typeface with 
an appearance of metal-
like parts with some very 
sharp edges. This attrac-
tive display comes in ro-
man with lower case and 
lining figures. The font 
also is available with 
true-drawn slant italics. 
Other design variations
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Axion is a futuristic, 
techno-looking and 
expressive typeface 
with an appearance of 
metal-like parts with 
some very sharp edges. 
This attractive display 
comes in roman with 
lower case and lining 
figures. The font also
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Axion is a futuristic, 
techno-looking and 
expressive typeface 
with an appearance 
of metal-like parts 
with some very sharp 
edges. This attractive 
display comes in ro-
man with lower case
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Axion is a futuristic, tech-
no-looking and expressive 
typeface with an appear-
ance of metal-like parts 
with some very sharp edg-
es. This attractive display 
comes in roman with low-
er case and lining figures. 
The font also is available 
with true-drawn small 
capitals and old style
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Axion is a futuristic, 
techno looking and 
expressive typeface 
with an appearance of 
metal like parts with 
some very sharp edges. 
This attractive display 
comes in roman with 
lower case and lining
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Axion is a futur-
istic, techno look-
ing and expressive 
typeface with an 
appearance of met-
al like parts with 
some very sharp 
edges. This attrac-
tive display comes 
in roman with low
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Axion is a futur-
istic, techno look-
ing and expres-
sive typeface with 
an appearance of 
metal like parts 
with some very 
sharp edges. This 
attractive display


